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            ABOUT  FOREVER

          
            We are a premier Beauty Pageant and Awards Company dedicated to celebrating and honoring the extraordinary beauty, talent, and grace that reside within individuals. With a passion for elegance and a commitment to recognizing outstanding achievements, we strive to create memorable and transformative experiences for participants and spectators alike.


          


       
        
            Our Projects:


        

        	  	Miss India 2024   
	  	Mrs India 2024  
	  	Miss Teen India 2024  
	   Super Woman Award 2024  
	  	Super Hero Award 2024  
	  	Business Award 2024  
	   		Fashion Week 2024  
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                   BEAUTY PAGEANT 
Forever Star India is India's leading beauty pageant platform. We also empower those women from small areas of the country who have not been able to make their career due to some reason. We also help in making them self-reliant through women empowerment.

                

              
          
              
                
                   AWARD SHOWS 
The Purpose of Forever Star India Awards Show is to highlight those talents of the Country who have contributed in the advancement of their Society and Community but do not get a National Platform to present their work in front of the country.

                

              
          
              
                
                   FASHION WEEK 
The main motive of Forever Fashion Week is to bring the country's best fashion designers and makeup artists on one platform so that they can get national level exposure.

                

              

          
                
                   KIDS CONTEST 
Star India Kids Contest wants to provide such a platform to all these children where they can identify their hidden talent and potential and can decide at their early age in which creative field they can develop their career.

                

              

            

          
          
          
          
          

          

 




















  
    
      
        


          
             vision
        
        
          
        
        
        
            Forever Star India (f-sia) is a platform, where we envision a world illuminated by the radiance of beauty, talent, and achievement.
        


        	
                   	Empowerment:  Our dedication is to empowering individuals, to embrace their unique qualities and feel confident.
            
	
                 	Branding and Promotion:    Forever Star India is a community, and being a part of it has many benefits, one of which is branding and promotions. We give top Google ranking to your social media profile, which is a big achievement in itself, along with media coverage, social media promotion, interviews with top media houses, photoshoots etc.
            
	
                  Positive Impact:   Highlight the desire to make a positive impact on participants' lives by providing a platform that goes beyond physical appearance, focusing on personal growth, self-esteem, and community engagement.
            
	
                  	Global Reach:   Express the aspiration to become a global leader in beauty pageants and awards, fostering international connections and promoting a positive image worldwide.
            
	
                 Professionalism and Integrity:   
                Stress the importance of maintaining high standards of professionalism and integrity in all aspects of the organization's operations, from participant selection to event execution.
            
	
                  Community Engagement:  
                Articulate a dedication to engaging with local communities and giving back through charitable initiatives or partnerships, reinforcing the company's commitment to social responsibility.
            


        
        
        
        
        
        
        

         
      

    

  






  

    

      

      



   Our Goal
The main goal of Forever Star India is to create a social platform where the best models and achievers from across the country come together and have an open platform to exchange their ideas.

Forever is a community where people from different walks of life find a platform to showcase their talent. Our full belief is to empower the women of India and make them self-reliant. All the women who have been left behind due to social or family reasons can now come forward and choose a better career for themselves.











  

    

      

    



  
      CURRENT EVENTS


    
  



	 Project 1 "Miss India 2024" for the upcoming talented girls of our country. This is going to be the biggest beauty pageant of India accepting registrations from all over the country. For More Details: Miss India 2024 
	 Project 2 "Mrs India 2024" for the beautiful and talented women of our country. This is going to be the biggest beauty pageant of India accepting registrations from all over the country. For More Details: Mrs India 2024 
	 Project 3 "Miss Teen India 2024" for the beautiful and talented Teenage Girls who want to start their journey to the a pageant. We are accepting registrations from all over the country. For More Details Click Here: Miss Teen India 2024 
	 Project 4 "Super Heroes Award 2024" to honor the Men who have worked for betterment of the society. There are a total 72+ Categories where you can Apply.  For More Details: Super Hero Award 2024 
	 Project 5 "Super Woman Award 2024" to honor the Women who have worked for the society and empower the women to show their hard work to reach the heights of life. There are a total 72+ Categories where you can apply. For More Details: Super Woman Award 2024 
	 Project 6 "Business Award 2024" Under the Business Awards 2024, Forever Star India invites such Businesses, Startups, Entrepreneurs, Small Businesses, Home based Businesses who want a National Platform for Global Exposure of their Business. For More Details: Business Award 2024 
	 Project 7 "Fashion Week 2024" In India's Famous Fashion Week Forever Fashion Week, we provide a Platform to Fashion Designers and Makeup Artists where they can expose their brands globally with the Best Models of the Country. They also get a chance to give Interviews with Top Media Houses of India. For More Details: Fashion Week 2024 
	 Project 8 "Star India Kids Contest 2024" Forever Star India organizes many contests like Singing, Dancing, Beauty, or any other activities. Forever Star India is fully committed to advance the children of India. For More Details: Star India Kids Contest 2024 














  

    

      

    




        



  
     Join the Celebration
  
  
    
  
  
  
  
  
    Whether you're a contestant, a supporter, or a sponsor, we invite you to join us in celebrating beauty, talent, and excellence. At Forever Star India (f-sia), every event is a celebration of the extraordinary, and we look forward to sharing these unforgettable moments with you.
    


    Come be a part of our journey as we redefine beauty, inspire confidence, and recognize those who make a lasting impact.
    
  

  
  
  
  
  
  


        

      

    



  



  
    
      
        

  REGISTER TO PARTICIPATE AND STAND A CHANCE TO WIN
  INDIA'S BIGGEST BEAUTY CONTEST
  MISS/MRS/TEEN INDIA 2024

  This is the Perfect Opportunity for you to Showcase Talent and Beauty

   register
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                 View all Media coverage
            





        


        
            
                watch full video
                
            

        


        
        
                
                    
                        
                     Mar 01, 2024
                    International Women's Day will be celebrated in Jaipur on 10th March 2024 at Grand Award Ceremony

                    
                

            

        
                
                    
                        
                     Dec 27, 2023
                    Award Show 2024 Super Hero Award 2024 and Super Woman Award 2024 (Season - 5) on 10th March 2024

                    
                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                     Oct 14, 2023
                    Forever Star India Award 2023 Season-4 with Malaika Arora

                    
                

            

            

                

                
             Oct 10, 2023 
            Mrs India 2023 Grand Finale Exclusive Episode

      
            
            

            
                

                
             Nov 20, 2023 
            Beauty Pageant 2023 Registration Open Miss/Mrs India 2024

      
            
            

            
                
         
                 Nov 1, 2023 
                Business Award 2023 by Malaika Arora in Jaipur Sponsor Intra Life

            
            
    








        





       
        
            Beauty Pageant 2023 Winners
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            Awardees 2023
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             FSIA  PAGEANT

 PRESENTS
 INDIA’S   BIGGEST  CONTEST


   Miss  INDIA 2023


 
  Forever star India 2023 is the perfect opportunity for young women and men to showcase their talent and beauty.
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  Lipi sinha
  mrs india 2023
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  Fariya Hussain
  miss Teen india 2023
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  Aditi Singh 
  miss india 2023



  








  
  
    
           
        
          success stories
   
        

        
          
        

      

    

  

    
    


      
        
       
          
            
              Glimpse Of Grand Finale 2023        
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           WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT US
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                                    KAMAKSHI                                
                                    Winning Mrs India International Queen 2021 was the final affirmation of what I had always believed in. That I am beautiful, not only by my looks, but also in mind and spirit. Notwithstanding the fact that I have won the pageant, my very participation also did wonders to my self
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         10000+
         participants
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         1
         Winner from Every City
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         contestants
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         cities auditions

      



    

  



 

 

  
  





  



  

    
      
        
          
          Do You Have Any Question?
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         +91-99835-99666

         +91-99832-86999


          You got any query, 

          feel free to give us a call.

           contact us
        

      

    



  




  
    
    
  
       
       
    
        
  FAQ
        
        
          
        

       
         
          	
          What is unique about Forever Miss India 2024?

          	Forever Miss India is unique with its concepts, Where we reach pan India And starts from each city winners, State winners and Then Forever miss India will be announced


        
	
          	What is the registration process for Forever Miss India 2024?

          	The Registration process For Forever Miss India 2024 is an easy process. Looking at the criteria you can Fill this From.


        
	
          What are the qualities of Forever Miss India 2024?

          	This unique model of pageant has been designed with most transparency . Where every participant get lifetime membership with many other benefits. You can download benefits pdf here. 


        
	Tell me more about Forever Miss India 2024?

          	Forever Miss India 2024 is biggest pageant in the history of beauty pageants. Unique model has been designed for this exclusive platform. Every girl from PAN India can register. Detailed information is  available in PDF.


        
	What Happens after I submit my application form?

          	Once you have applied the organization will process and review your application accordingly and contact you.


        
	
          How many Contestant compete in this pageant?

          	There are several participant from Each City of India. There will be top 3 from every city who will compete for state wise competition. Similarly state wise top3 will be competing for Forever Miss India 2024. 


        
	
          What If I do not clear the auditions?

          	Even if you do not clear audition round you will still receive your participant Benefits and perks.


        
	
          Is there any entry fee? 

          	yes, There will be a registration Charge. 


        


        

        

        

        
          	
          What are you looking for in a winner?

          	A winner should be someone who completes the criteria of Forever Miss India 2024 in every aspect with Her talent.


        
	
          Is there any talent portion of the competition?

          	Yes, There will be many rounds before choosing a final winner and Talent round is one of them.


        
		Do i have to win a preliminary pageant to compete?

          	Not Necessary. 


        
		What are the requirements to participate in competition?

          	You should have to Follow the criteria for that. If you have all the qualities needed you can fill up the registration form.


        
	If someone is not successful in one attempt, can she register one more time?

          	Yes If someone is not successful once she can participate again with better knowledge.
    She should not have winner Title from previous show.
    


        
		What do you think is more important for winning Forever Miss India 2024, Beauty or Intelligence? 

          	We think both are equally important. beauty has its own importance especially one's internal beauty. Brain is also equally important, especially to live in the present world.
    


        
	If I have trouble submitting my application, what should I do?

          	Please make sure when you are submitting your application wait for 30sec for it to successfully submit. If you did not receive the confirmation or having a technical issue, then you can reach out to us On 9983274999, 9549751999
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